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GAS LOGISTIC 
OPTIMISATION PLATFORM 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Forty-Seven has created a complex solution for providing gas companies and traders with a 

competitive advantage of gas transportation optimization. The solution creates a possibility 

to aggregate a large amount of data from several sources using linear programming 
formulas to calculate the best possible distribution route. 

 

TRENDS 
 

Traded volume on the European gas hubs was increased by 26% in the second quarter of 

2019 in a year-on-year comparison. At the same time, the share of trade on the Dutch TTF, 

which emerged to be the most liquid hub in the EU, rose to 66% among the observed 
European centers, which further reinforced the role of euro in gas trade. 

 

"Quarterly Report Energy on European Gas Markets Observatory for Energy DG 
EnergyVolume 12 (issue 2, the second quarter of 2019)" 

 

https://ec.europa.eu/energy/sites/ener/files/documents/quarterly_report_on_european_gas_mar

kets_q2_2019_final_v1.pdf 

 

Natural gas dependency in the EU reached an all-time high of 77.9 % in 2018, up from 
74.4 % in 2017. 
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https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-
explained/index.php?title=Natural_gas_supply_statistics&oldid=447636 

 

DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION OF THE GAS 
TRADING INDUSTRY 
 

The energy industry forestays - conservative, digital transformation in this field takes place 

very slowly. For years a lot of gas trading deals were processed using fax or phone. 

However, with the help of new standards such as EFET standards, it has become possible 

to transform common aspects of wholesale energy transactions. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/European_Federation_of_Energy_Traders 

Theory of gas trading in Europe 
Gas transportation includes a lot of players in each transportation round. Gas owners, 
traders, brokers, and pipe owners are responsible for each gas transaction. 

 

Additionally, time is always essential, and having said that, tracking the latest actual gas 

prices during each round before exchanges close their doors, can be challenging. Gas 

distribution generally refers to the supply of the right amount of gas, receive the latest price, 

and choose the optimal route by length and pipe capacity. Then it's essential to reserve the 
whole journey with each pipe owner and buy you gas. 

 

Day traders close out all contracts (trades) each day and make a profit or loss on each 

trade based on the difference between the price they bought the contract and the price they 
sold it. 
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https://www.thebalance.com/how-to-start-day-trading-natural-gas-1031367 

SYSTEM OVERVIEW 
Forty-Seven Specialists: Route4Gas Solution is a sophisticated modular solution based 

on microservices that consist of several environments for system users and product 

owners. Each set includes several applications and communicates through REST API and 
WebSockets.   

If you want to know more about Route4gas platform, find our case study here: 

 

CLIENT ENVIRONMENT: 
Used technologies: Java, Java Spring, JavaFX, REST API, WebSockets 

Owner Front-End Admin Panel 

A web-based application helps to create accounts with different roles and permit them to 

use the system. 

User Application 

A web-based application where all users of the client can insert information about deals in 

each round. The app can make two types of calculations, internal and external. 

 

External round means to calculate the data around all players in the series and can be 

placed according to exchanges working times, usually one hour before, within this time 
system, need to recommend to each player. 

 

Internal round is an internal recommendation within each company. A lot of big companies 

like Shell have a lot of branches, and they don’t have information about each branch’s 
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activities. The application helps to optimize the gas distribution within each company by 
providing information. 

 

Our Front-End designer has done significant work, providing users with the dynamic UI 

(User Interface) displaying all the data directly on a map of Europe; it includes all pipes, 

tanks, trading platforms that are shown there. 

 

Multiuser Server Backend  

The server is used to aggregate all internal rounds and prepare the recommendation for 
each branch's activities. 

Result 

Visualization - all data is displayed directly on a map of Europe; it includes all pipes, tanks, 

trading platforms that are shown there. Also, all initial orders are shown before optimization 
and recommendations during trade deals. 

Route4 Gas Environment 

Used technologies: Node.js. React.js, Python, GLPK, Pulp, REST API, WebSockets, 
Docker, Docker Swarm 

Anonymizer 

The main concern of such a system is that there is specific regulation for data protection 

and laws that decline to aggregate and analyze such information. Considering that all the 

information is encrypted using four sets of cryptographic keys, RSA and AES. 

All the calculation occurs, hiding all the financial data of each deal, that provide users with 
similar features and conditions.  

EDS Server 
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Application is integrated with the trading platforms, exchanges, and infrastructure makes 
data processing, for example: 

Prisma 
ENTSOG 

GIE 

Platts 

Eclipse, etc 

All the data are storing in additional servers for system stability. And the application is using 
such information upon request through the API. 

 

Linear Programming Solver 
 

This object calculates aggregated data to find an optimal way to close the deals in the best 

possible way. To provide clients with such possibilities, all deal requests are accepted 

before exchange closing that helps in using the latest price on the market. The request 
answers need to be received before the exchange to take necessary action for the deal.   

Calculations data: 

pipe throughput, 

whether the pipe is currently operating or is closed for maintenance, 

current gas tariff 

gas price in the trading zone 

spreads (price difference, or trend of a price difference between zones) 
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To provide such solving speed, FortySeven was forking on several approaches. We have 
tested the most advances server AMD EPYC™ 7002 Series, Processors 

https://www.amd.com/en/processors/epyc-7002-series 

 

The results weren’t enough. In the end, our DevOps specialists have created solver 

microservice managed in Docker Swarm mode to launch unlimited amounts of a cloud 
server to make the solving process convenient for round players. 

 
CONCLUSION 
These are some of the following reasons that define why our company uses Internet 
marketing, and these are a few of the most important: 

COMPETITION 

We like our company to stay ahead of the competition, and we believe in achieving this, 

Internet marketing is crucial. Internet marketing includes strategies that will help our 

company's website rank highly in search engine results for keywords related to your 

services. It also allows us to interact with potential and current customers. Each of these 
benefits helps our company to stand out in a competitive industry. 

ONLINE AVAILABILITY 

With the keywords "oil company" and "gas company" receiving up to 11,500 and 118,000 

monthly searches, respectively, our company needs to be available online. We advertise 

online, we not only market your business to customers that are searching for us, but we 

also make it easy to contact us. By including contact forms on our site, being available on 

social media, and sending regular email newsletters, we enable our potential customers to 
get the information they need. 
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BRAND AWARENESS 

When we build our brand online, we are informing our potential customers about what our 

company does, what it stands for, and what it promises to provide for its customers. The 

website can help to differentiate our brand from others by how it presents information about 

our company, and the content displayed. Your website is premised on how customers will 
view our company, so it should be unique, creative, and informative.  

Route4gas are one of the prominent startups in the gas trading industry, we at FortySeven 

are proud to work with them and create a valuable product and help bring it to the market. 

Many environmentalists consider natural gas as a natural bridge fuel between the dominant 

fossil fuels and renewable fuels.   

 

For a given amount of heat energy, one must not forget that burning natural gas produces 

about half as much carbon dioxide. It is the real significant cause of global warming. 

Although natural gas is one of the primary sources for an electrical generation, it is also 

turning out to be popular because it burns cleaner than oil and coal and produces fewer 
greenhouse gases. 

 

However, a natural gas leak also results in an explosion; therefore, strict government 

regulations and industry standards are there that further ensures safe transportation, 

distribution, storage, and use of natural gas. The best aspect to note is that processed 

natural gas has no odor, which further makes natural gas companies to add a durable, 

rotten egg-like smelling substance called mercaptan to natural gas, and thus helps in 
smelling out any leakage easily. 

 

At Gas4you, we seek to enhance a favorable environment for sustainable enterprises 

combining the legitimate quest for a profit with the need for development that respects 

human dignity and decent work. Such an environment encourages investment, 
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entrepreneurship, workers' rights, and the growth of enterprises by balancing the needs and 
interests of enterprises with the aspiration of society. 

 

This ability of natural gas raises the possibility that it could emerge as a critical transition 

fuel that could help to battle global warming.Gas4you platform will save billions for gas 

distributions and are working on providing new additional products to its customers. There 

are also things we can do to save on gas bills, such as upgrading gas appliances to more 

efficient models or installing a smart thermostat to help you track usage and have more 
control over your gas-powered central heating.  
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